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1. Color

2. Article Of Clothing

3. Article Of Clothing

4. Body Part

5. Verb

6. Sound Effect

7. Body Part

8. Noun

9. Noun

10. Noun

11. Location

12. Weapon

13. Noun (Same As Previous)

14. Noun (Same As Previous)

15. Location (Same As Previous)

16. Noun

17. 999 Rper

18. Noun

19. Adjective

20. Adjective

21. 999 Rper

22. Noun

23. 999 Rper
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24. Adjective

25. 999 Rper

26. Noun

27. Past Tense Verb

28. 999 Character

29. Article Of Clothing

30. 999 Character

31. Noun

32. Noun

33. Adjective

34. Noun

35. Article Of Clothing

36. Article Of Clothing

37. Adjective

38. 999 Rper

39. Noun

40. 999 Rper

41. Adjective

42. 999 Rper

43. Noun



999

Junpei turned, and found himself face to mask with a man dressed all in Color .

The man wore a deep Article of clothing and a bulky Article of clothing his Body part was

entirely hidden.

Junpei tried to Verb but all he could manage was a strangled Sound effect .

He tried to step toward the man, but his Body part could no longer support his

Noun .

Junpei collapsed to the floor--a crumpled heap of limbs, like a discarded

Noun .

Too late, he noticed the white Noun that was quickly filling his Location .

A small object, shaped distressingly like a Weapon sat on the floor in front

of his face, hissing. The white Noun (same_as_previous) poured out of it at an incredible rate.



The Noun (same_as_previous) had grown so thick that the details of Junpei's Location (same_as_previous)

began to

fade into the white haze.

He could feel his Noun begin to fade as well, a white haze that was not the

smoke creeping into the edges of his vision.

999 rper : Consider this a Noun . You have been chosen.

A rasping voice wormed its way out of the gas mask.

It was Adjective and Adjective and distorted in some way Junpei couldn't put his finger

on.



999 rper : You are going to participate in a Noun .

999 rper : The Adjective Game].

999 rper : It is a game...where you will put your Noun on the line.

That was the last thing Junpei Past tense verb .

The white smoke overpowered him, the masked man faded from his vision, and he

felt his consciousness fall away into the white mist.

999 character : That's right! That guy with the Article of clothing

999 character : That son of a Noun must have taken me here!



As to who the man was, or might have been, Junpei had no idea.

Indeed, he wasn't even sure that his assailant had been a Noun .

The voice had been Adjective and mechanical--likely passed through a

Noun , and the body had been covered in a thick Article of clothing .

Who was the man in the Article of clothing ?

"You have been chosen."; Junpei remembered that much, but...

What it might mean... That was beyond him.

Junpei had no idea where he was, or why he was there.

There



was only one thing from his memory that seemed Adjective .

999 rper : You are going to participate in a Noun .

999 rper : The Adjective Game].

999 rper : It is a game...where you will put your Noun on the line.
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